Note Your Cab #:    Affiliation:

COMPLIMENTS OR COMMENTS? CONTACT 311 OR CITYOFCHICAGO.ORG/311. OUTSIDE CHICAGO? CALL 312-744-5000.

PASSENGERS

CHICABS

ChiCabs offers you safe and secure options through a mobile app to electronically hail your next cab or pay your cab fare.

Download today at ChiCabs.org

Battery of an on-duty taxi driver is a Class 3 felony, punishable by up to 5 years in prison.

YOU MAY:
- Request a receipt.
- Travel accompanied by a service animal.
- Request adjustment of A/C, heat, windows or radio volume.

PLEASE:
- Report a cab driver who is talking, texting on a cell phone or refusing to accept a credit card to 311.
- Turn in found items to the taxicab driver.

Need a wheelchair accessible taxicab? Call 855-WAV-1010. Visit OPENTAXIS.COM

WELCOME TO CHICAGO

$ FARES $

FLAG PULL (BASE FARE) $3.25
EACH ADDITIONAL MILE $2.25
EVERY 36 SECONDS OF ELAPSED TIME $0.20
FIRST ADDITIONAL PASSENGER $1.00
EACH PASSENGER AFTER FIRST ADDITIONAL PASSENGER $0.50
VOMIT CLEAN-UP FEE $50.00
ILLINOIS AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX $4.00

Applies only to additional passengers aged 13 through 64

Tolls are an extra charge to the passenger.
- The fare does not include a tip.
- There is no extra charge for baggage or baggage handling.
- If your driver chooses to assist you, tipping is appropriate.

TRIPS TO SUBURBS, NOT FROM AIRPORT

The rate of fare is STRAIGHT METER to the city limits PLUS ONE-HALF the STRAIGHT METERED FARE from the city limit to the suburban destination.

TRIPS TO SUBURBS FROM AIRPORT

Trips from the airports to all suburbs, except those listed below, are STRAIGHT METER PLUS ONE-HALF the STRAIGHT METERED FARE from the airport to the suburban destination. The following are straight meter fares:

- O’Hare Airport
- Midway Airport

Applies only to taxi fares leaving the airports

FLAT TAXI SHARED RATES

Two or more independent travelers may choose to share a taxi from a designated airport cab stand for a flat rate per person at the following rates:

FROM TO RATE PER PERSON
O’Hare Airport Downtown $24.00
Midway Airport Downtown $18.00
O’Hare/Midway Midway/O’Hare $37.00

“Downtown” is 22nd St. to Fullerton Ave., Ashland Ave. to Lake Michigan, and includes McCormick Place.